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"JESUS CHRIST. THE SAME YESTERDAY. AND TODAY. AND FOR EVER."
"ENDEAVOURING TO KEEP THE UNITY OF THE SPIRIT IN THE BOND OF PEACE."

"COMFORT YE, COMFORT YE MY PEOPLE, SAITH YOUR GOD."

The Department of Information of the World Council of Churches
issued a significant news release during April. The heading of the
bulletin was 'Christian-Marxist Dialogue in Geneva'. It was an
account of .'a meeting of Marxists with Catholic, Orthodox and
Protestant Christians called by the Department on Church and
Society of the World Council of Churches'.

The declared aim was to continue on an international level the
'dialogue' which is going on in a number of countries and 'to deepen
mutual understanding'. So from Protestants engaging in dialogue
with Greek Orthodox and Roman Catholics, we have now moved
one step further and all three groups are now engaged in dialogue
with Communists.

It is important to remember what 'dialogue' means in ecumenical
circles. It means an encounter in which you discuss your differences
in order to reach a deeper measure of agreement together. Those
things on which you are basically agreed are of such fundamental
importance, so it is claimed, that secondary disagreements must be
dealt with in order that from a new position of common understand
ing joint action may be attempted in some particular sphere.

But someone will ask-how can professing Christians engage in
dialogue with Marxists? How can those who claim to believe in
God reach an understanding with those who deny His very being?
What common ground is there between the gospel of the grace of
God with its strong stress on the Christian's eternal destiny, and the
philosophy of Karl Marx with its scornful rejection of religion as
'the opiate of the masses'?

The answer to such questions is to be found in a typical piece of
jargon in the bulletin, which the ordinary reader not versed in the
dialect of ecumenism may wish translated! They refer to 'a certain
retreat from integrism and dogmatism'. Put into ordinary language,
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this simply means an admission that they no longer claim to have
the only true message.

This, of course, is no new piece of information. For a very long
time it has been quite obvious that the very basis of much ecumeni
cal discussion is the denial of the uniqueness of the Christian
message, and the refusal to accept the possibility of expressing the
Christian message in doctrinal terms. It is the old liberal dislike of
doctrine and evangelical affirmation showing itself again.

This vagueness as far as Christian truth is concerned-I wonder
if the Marxists made similar concessions! -enabled them to reach
the position where 'the divergences do not seem permanently unsur
mountable'. As a result they were able to discuss the ways in which
man was being robbed of his essential humanity. This led to the
usual selective indignation directed towards the U.S.A. but ignoring
the dehumanising of Communist brainwashing in Russia and China.

But where in all this was there any concern for the glory of God,
for the honour of Christ, or for the vindication of the gospel?
Where indeed was there any concern for the souls of these Marxists
whose minds have been blinded by the god of this world and who
sorely need the gospel of Christ?

But there is an even more significant aspect of this whole affair.
Here is a clear indication of the inevitable trend of the ecumenical
movement. We have already seen the tendency to join together for
dialogue, and even joint worship, with adherents of non-Christian
religions like Islam and Buddhism. Now those who profess a creed
which denies God altogether are admitted to what becomes increas
ingly a synagogue of Satan.

Already this sorry amalgam of pseudo-Christianity and Marxism
has been seen in action. It took place in China, where the liberals
joined hands with the Communists to persecute the evangelical
believers. It is an ominous portent which may herald further bitter
persecution in the years ahead.

Yet this is the ecumenical movement towards which some evan
gelicals have been inviting us. It is with such a body that we are to
become involved. This is the goal towards which the Keele Con
gress of a year ago summoned evangelicals. This is the movement
that the chairman of the Keswick Convention wants to see embracing
evangelical believers. We reply to all this in Paul's words: 'What
fellowship has light with darkness?' It may be that in the years
ahead we may have to suffer increasingly for our IICstimony, But
whether we live or die, we are the Lord's, and our only concern must
be the honour of His Word and the glory of His Name.

H. M. CARSON.
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ERIC T. GURR

The Chained Bible is not an antiquated curiosity. Concerning
His Chosen People, God said to Pharaoh, 'Let My people go'. So
again the Word of the Lord is heard, 'Let the Bible go-set it free'.

1. SET THE BIBLE FREE TO SPEAK FOR ITSELF.

In the Bible there are no doctrines. Doctrine is systematised
thought. What botany is to a beautiful garden, doctrine is to Holy
Scripture. Just as one is able to appreciate the wonders of a garden
better with some knowledge of the science of botany, so one is able
the better to appreciate the glories of God's Word through a know
ledge of the doctrines found therein. In the Bible is to be found a
consistent doctrine of God; a consistent doctrine of man; a con
sistent doctrine of salvation; a consistent doctrine of the last things,
and so on.

In the Bible is also found a consistent doctrine of Scripture. In
its doctrine of the Scriptures the Bible claims to be the revelation of
God. It claims that God speaks to man through its pages. This is
a staggering thought before which the mind reels. Sometimes God
is said to speak through direct prophetic utterance; sometimes
through symbol. Sometimes He is said to speak through type; some
times through parable. Sometimes He is said to speak through
poetry or allegory; often in terms of history, the facts of which are
verifiable. Without apology or hesitation or reservation the Bible
represents itself authoritatively as the Word of Almighty God. In
the Old Testament alone such expressions as 'The Lord said', 'The
Lord spake', or 'The Word of the Lord came' occur no less than
3,808 times. If a man were caught up to the third heaven and gazed
upon the mystery of God, and if God were to speak to him per
sonally, He could not speak more really or pertinently than He does
in the pages of Holy Scripture.

Supposing there to be a God, it is not difficult to establish that
some such revelation is necessary. The higher in the scale of life
one ascends, the more complicated and complex life becomes. A
beginning is made with unicellular life, until at last the multicellular
complication known as 'man' is under consideration. Now, if there
is a God, and if that God is anything at all like the God in whom
Christians believe, then the gap separating the life of a single cell
from the complex human machine is as nothing compared with the
gap separating man from God. Man, at his best, is but a creature,
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whilst God is the self-existing Creator. Man is finite, and God is
infinite. Man is circumscribed, but God fills all things.

If we think in this way and consider matters of life in terms of
an ascending scale, two things have to be acknowledged. (i) We
shall expect complexity in the Godhead for which there is no ade
quate analogy or illustration anywhere else. For example, we shall
not be surprised to find ourselves talking and thinking of God in
terms of a trinity. We shall not regard ourselves as committing
intellectual suicide. Although we may not be able to explain it, we
shall not be astonished beyond words when the incarnation of the
Second Person of the Trinity is spoken of as two natures in one
person. Nor shall we be shocked to silence or even rebellion to
discover that the 'Will' of God is not uniform as is the 'Will' of
man, but rather multiform. To talk of God's 'Will of Beneficence'
and God's 'Will of Decree', so that God appears to be wishing for
something He doesn't ordain to be, will not turn us from the adora
tion of His Glorious Being. (ii) We could not possibly know God,
in all His complicated perplexity, apart from revelation. One man
cannot truly know a second man, unless the second man chooses to
reveal himself, which he most often does through the medium of
words. How much less can we ever hope to know anything of God
apart from His own self-revelation?

But, is there no revelation of God in creation? Indeed there is.
But, we learn nothing of the true nature of human sin from creation,
nor do we discover how man may be delivered from habit and
bondage, and be brought into fellowship with a Holy God. There is
no revelation of God in creation relevant to our present needs,
because this revelation was established before the fall. The Bible
claims to be the revelation suited to our present situation and neces
sities. Let it speak for itself. Let it establish its claims. Let it be its
own interpreter. Let it be this, for example, in thespbere of prophecy,
In the sphere of prophecy, how does the New Testament interpret
the Old Testament? Does the New Testament apply to our Lord or
to the Church any Old Testament prophecies which in isolation,
that is, apart from the New Testament interpretation, would appear
to apply to the nation of Israel?
2. SET THE BIBLE FREE FROM THE PHn..osoPIocAL PRECONCEPTIONS

OF THE CRmcs.
(i) The Destructive Critics comes to the Bible convinced of the

authority and sufficiency of human retlSOfl.
He argues that reason must be judge in all matters pertaining to

Truth and God. To him, religion is a matter of human reflection
rather than Divine Revelation. Man's initial temptation was to
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intellectual self-sufficiency, 'Ye shall be as gods, knowing good and
evil'. In other words, 'You have no need for God's Word and
Revelation. All these things related to being and behaviour you can
work out for yourself'. It is surprising that men with these views
bother with the Bible at all.

(ii) The Destructive Critic comes to the Bible with an anti
supernatural bias.

The very things one would expect to find in a book of God,
miracles and prophecy, the destructive critic will not have at any
price. Miracles are explained in terms of natural phenomena or
mythical accretions. The presence of what would appear to be
prophecy makes necessary the re-dating of large portions of the text,
in order to place it beyond, rather than before the event to which it
refers. A microscopic search is then made for textual evidence to
support what has been done.

(iii) The Destructive Critic comes to the Bible with an unshakable
belief in the truth of evolution.

Evolution, to the destructive critic, is the sacred cow of science
and truth. To him, it is axiomatic in every sphere of existence,
including the sphere of man's religion and religious aspirations. And
so we are told that primitive man imagined spirits behind fire and
storm and thunder. That is how religion began. From that it
evolved. Animism developed, which in turn gave way to polytheism.
Then, because man came to understand something of the constancy
of the laws of nature, it became necessary for him to postulate one
unifying factor, and he began to believe in the truth of one God.
Then the Destructive Critics reads the first few books of the Bible,
and discovers there a pure monotheistic worship-a people believing
in and worshipping one God. He at once argues, because evolution
must stand, that this is a development beyond the period and much
of these scriptures must be re-dated and placed much later in history.
Scholarship is once more bent towards finding textual support for
this attitude.
(iv) The Destructive Critic comes to the Bible with a sentimental
idea of what God is like.

'God is love.' Because there are great areas of the Bible which
seem to contradict this concept, the Critic rejects these areas. How
is it known that God is love? This is not something deduced from
history, from nature, or from experience. Men believe that God is
love, because the Bible says so. If Critics are prepared to believe
the testimony of the Bible to the love of God against the experience
of history and human suffering, it is surely reasonable to expect
them to believe everything else the Bible has to say of God. The
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Bible declares that God is a Spirit; that God is Love; that God is
Light; that God is a Consuming Fire. '"

3. SET THE BIBLE FREE TO DETERMINE MORAL STANDARDS. )~

Moral standards must be defined by reason or revelation. Even
situation morality-a morality with a changing code and sliding
scale in which the only constant factor is love-bows to the demands
of reason. Now, reason is unreliable and fallible, and a number of
propositions can be advanced in support of this contention.
" (i) Equally able debaters and masters of logic and philosophy
disagree. This is because so many factors are involved in a final
and emphatic decision of the human mind, but it indicates how
unreliable and fallible reason is as a final judge in matters of great
moral moment.

(ii) The rational certainties of today are untenable and disproved
tomorrow. Fresh factors are introduced and new vistas of know
ledge are opened up.

(iii) Intellect is so often ruled by emotion. We don't like to accept
this as true, but true it is.

(iv) There are basic problems, many of them connected with
morality, concerning which reason has nothing final to say. Love,
'pity', sorrow and courage are so often irrational, yet they are most
important elements of human life, and in many ways associated with
morality.

(v) Reason is fallible and unreliable as a final judge in moral
matters, because it is not really possible to prove anything. It would
be as easy to prove that 2 X 2 = 5 as it is that 2 X 2 = 4. It is very
difficult to prove that we are not dreaming. This is the thorough
going agnostic position. In a dream everything seems to be real,
sometimes frighteningly so. Everything appears real now, but who
is to say and to prove that 'now' is not a dream?

(vi) The Christian believes that reason itself is warped by sin.
Therefore how can it pronounce upon sin? The whole human per
sonality, intellect, emotion and will, is distorted by sin, and man is
therefore not competent to pass judgment on morality. Man must
have an unbiased, unwarped and settled standard of morality. In
his better moments, his conscience bears witness to this. What are
the moral standards of the Bible? Very good reasons, arguable from
Scripture, may be advanced for a Christian not smoking, or drinking
intoxicants, but the Bible doesn't actually say, 'Thou shalt not
smoke', or 'Thou shalt not drink'. In many ways, however, it does
say, 'Thou shalt not gossip'. Jesus did not conquer Satan by quoting
texts, but by avowing His intention of living by the Word. Set the
Bible free to define moral standards. Let us discover what it really
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does say, and let us avow our intention of living by it!
4. SET THE BIBLE FREE TO SPEAK OF CHuRCH GoVERNMENT.

In the Old Testament God had a Chosen People. Why should it
be thought so strange for Him to have a Chosen People in the New
Testament? Why do so many allow predestination in the Old
Testament and not in the New Testament? In the Old Testament
God legislated in considerable detail for His People and for their
life. Is it not reasonable to suppose that He would do so in the New
Testament? We must not judge Church matters, and this includes
Evangelistic matters, pragmatically. We must not judge such matters
in terms of success or failure. If we did so it would be right for us
to become Jehovah's Witnesses or Roman Catholics. We must go to
God's Word, not only for our message, but also for our methods. It
is true that in His Mercy God sometimes uses that of which he does
not approve. He used the Cross. He did so with predetermination,
but the hands which slew His Son are called 'wicked hands' more
than once.

5. SET THE BIBLE FREE FROM THE SHACKLES OF

DAILY READING SYSTEMS.

It is granted that if it were not for these systems many so-called
Christians would not read their Bibles at all. But it seems a terrible
thing for men and women who consider themselves to be mature
Christians to imagine that they have done their duty to God by His
Word in reading just twelve suggested verses every day. Let this be
done by all means, but let it be a part of something much fuller.
Take a day of fasting and meditation and read through the Penta
teuch at a sitting. What a panoramic view of God's Holiness and
Providence will be yours. Read through various Epistles at a sitting.
Likewise with the Acts of the Apostles. Let us be men and women
of the Book, not simply those who slavishly follow the patterns
others have set down, without the opportunity for God to challenge
us on a grand scale through His Blessed Word.

6. SET THE BIBLE FREE TO DECLARE ITS MESSAGE.

Is the Bible being preached today? The question is often asked,
'Why has the Church lost the attention of the working classes?'
Surely, for two reasons. Firstly, because Evangelicals have failed to
preach the eternities. We have been content with a superficial
Gospel. The Greatness and the Sovereignty of God have not been
declared. The message has been so largely man-orientated. It hasn't
got to grips with vital issues related to man as a spiritual and immor
tal being, destined for heaven or hell. Then, secondly, because of an
emphasis in the past upon a social gospel. The social scandal of our
Lord's day was slaverY, but He didn't preach against it. The pulpit
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has so often been used to call attention to social injustices and needs
and shame. Many of these injustices have now been rectified, often
by the state, so that many no longer feel the Church and its sermons
to be relevant. However, social gospels are still being preached, and
we are hearing much from our pulpits of Vietnam, and the colour
question and the plight of the underprivileged. These are important
issues, and cannot be overlooked, but the Church has a unique task,
and the Bible has a unique message. It calls men to account before
God. Their relationship to Him is that which matters most of all.
Constitutionally they were made for fellowship with God, but that
fellowship is broken. Upon the re-establishment, or not, of that
feITowship hang the issues of eternity. Oh, set the Bible free!

Unity in the abstract is no doubt an excellent thing; but unity
without truth is useless. Peace and uniformity are beautiful and
valuable, but peace without the Gospel-peace based on a common
Episcopacy, and not on a common faith-is a worthless peace, not
deserving of the name. When Rome has repealed the decrees of
Trent and her additions to the Creed-when Rome has recanted her
false and unscriptural doctrines-when Rome has formally re
nounced image-worship, Mary worship, and transubstantiation
then, and not till then, it will be time to talk of re-union with her.
Till then there is a gulf between us which cannot honestly be
bridged. Till then I call on all Churchmen to resist to the death this
idea of re-union with Rome. Till then let our watchwords be 'No
peace with Rome'.-J. C. RYLE.

We do not decline concord and peace with men; but we will not
continue in a state of war with God that we might have peace with
men! If the Pope does indeed desire we should be reconciled to him,
he ought first to reconcile himself to God.-JOHN JEWELL (1522-71).
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In the year 1892 a great controversy broke out in Germany, owing
to the refusal of a pastor named Schrempf to use the Apostles'
Creed in baptism because of disbelief in this and other articles.
Schrempf was deposed, and an agitation commenced against the
doctrine of the Virgin birth which has grown in volume ever since.
Other tendencies, especially the rise of an extremely radical school
of historical criticism, added force to the negative movement. The
attack is not confined, indeed, to the article of the Virgin birth. It
affects the whole supernatural estimate of Christ-His life, His
claims, His sinlessness, His miracles, His resurrection from the dead.
But the Virgin birth is assailed with special vehemence because it is
supposed that the evidence for this miracle is more easily got rid of
than the evidence for public facts, such as the resurrection. The
result is that in very many quarters the Virgin birth of Christ is
openly treated as a fable. Belief in it is scouted as unworthy of the
twentieth century intelligence. The methods of the oldest opponents
of Christianity are revived, and it is likened to the Greek and Roman
stories, coarse and vile, of heroes who had gods for their fathers.

THE UNHAPPIEST FEATURE.

It is not only, however, in the circles of unbelief that the Virgin
birth is discredited; in the church itself the habit is spreading of
casting doubt upon the fact, or at least of regarding it as no essential
part of Christian faith. This is the unhappiest feature in this un
happy controversy. Till recently no one dreamed of denying that, in
the sincere profession of Christianity, this article, which has stood
from the beginning in the forefront of all the great creeds of
Christendom, was included. Now it is different. The truth and value
of the article of the Virgin birth are challenged. The article, it is
affirmed, did not belong to the earlest Christian tradition, and the
evidence for it is not strong. Therefore, let it drop.
A special point is made of the silence of Paul, and of the other
writings of the New Testament, on this alleged wonder.

Footnote: lames Orr was Professor of Apologetics and Systematic
Theology in the United Free Church College, Glasgow, at the
turn of the century.
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THE COMPANY IT KEEPS.

From the side of criticism, science, mythology, history and com
parative religion, assault is thus made on the article long so dear to
the hearts of Christians and rightly deemed by them so vital to their
faith. For loud as is the voice of denial, one fact must strike every
careful observer of the conflict. Among those who reject the Virgin
birth of the Lord few will be found-I do not know any-who take
in other respects an adequate view of the Person and work of the
Saviour. It is surprising how clearly the line of division here reveals
itself. My statement publicly made and printed has never been
confuted, that those who accept a full doctrine of the incarnation
that is, of a true entrance of the eternal Son of God into our nature
for the purposes of man's salvation-with hardly an exception
accept it with the doctrine of the Virgin birth of Christ, while those
who repudiate or deny this article of faith either hold a lowered
view of Christ's Person, or, more commonly, reject His supernatural
claims altogether. It will not be questioned, at any rate, that the
great bulk of the opponents of the Virgin birth-those who are
conspicuous by writing against it-are in the latter class.

A CAVIL ANSWERED.

This really is an answer to the cavil often heard that, whether true
or not, the Virgin birth is not of essential importance. It is not
essential, it is urged, to Christ's sinlessness, for that would have been
secured equally though Christ had been born of two parents. And it
is not essential to the incarnation. A hazardous thing, surely, for
erring mortals to judge of what was and was not essential in so
stupendous an event as the bringing in of the 'first-begotten' into the
world! But the Christian instinct has ever penetrated deeper.
Rejection of the Virgin birth seldom. if ever, goes by itself. As the
late Prof. A. B. Bruce said, with denial of the Virgin birth is apt to
go denial of the virgin life. The incarnation is felt by those who
think seriously to involve a miracle in Christ's earthly origin. This
will become clearer as we advance.

THE CASE STATED.

It is the object of this paper to show that those who take the lines
of denial on the Virgin birth just sketched do great injustice to the
evidence and importance of the doctrine they reject. The evidence,
if not of the same public kind as that for the resurrection, is far
stronger than the objector allows, and the fact denied enters far more
vitally into the essence of the Christian faith than he supposes.
Placed in its right setting among the other truths of the Christian
religion, it is not only no stumbling-block to faith, but is felt to fit in
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with self-evidencing power into the connection of these other truths,
and to furnish the very explanation that is needed of Christ's holy
and supernatural Person. The ordinary Christian is a witness here.
In reading the Gospels, he feels no incongruity in passing from the
narratives of the Virgin birth to the wonderful story of Christ's life
in the chapters that follow, then from these to the pictures of
Christ's divine dignity given in John and Paul. The whole is of one
piece: the Virgin birth is as natural at the beginning of the life of
such an One-the divine Son-as the resurrection is at the end. And
the more closely the matter is considered, the stronger does this
impression grow. It is only when the scriptural conception of Christ
is parted with that various difficulties and doubt come in.

A SUPERFICIAL VIEW.

It js, in truth, a very superficial way of speaking or thinking of the
Virgin birth to say that nothing depends on this belief for our esti
mate of Christ. Who that reflects on the subject carefully can fail
to see that if Christ was virgin born-if He was truly 'conceived', as
the creed says, 'by the Holy Ghost, born of the Virgin Mary'-there
must of necessity enter a supernatural element into His Person;
while, if Christ was sinless, much more, if He was the very Word of
God incarnate, there must have been a miracle-the most stupen
dous miracle in the universe-in His origin? If Christ was, as John
and Paul affirm and His church has ever believed, the Son of God
made flesh, the second Adam, the new redeeming Head of the race,
a miracle was to be expected in His earthly origin; without a miracle
such a Person could never have been. Why then cavil at the narra
tives which declare the fact of such a miracle? Who does not see
that the Gospel history would have been incomplete without them?
Inspiration here only gives to faith what faith on its own grounds
imperatively demands for its perfect satisfaction.

THE HISTORICAL SETTING.

It is time now to come to the Scripture itself. and to look at the
fact of the Virgin birth in its Historical setting, and its relation with
other truths of the Gospel. As preceding the examination of the
historical evidence, a little may be said, first, on the Old Testament
preparation. Was there any such preparation? Some would say
there was not, but this is not God's way, and we may look with con
fidence for at least some indications which point in the direction of
the New Testament event.

THE FIRST PROMISE.

One's mind turns first to that oldest of all evangelical promises,
that the seed of woman would bruise the head of the serpent. 'I will
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put enmity,' says Jehovah to the serpent-tempter, 'between thee and
the woman, and between thy seed and her seed; he shall bruise thy
head, and thou shalt bruise his heel' (Genesis 3 : 15. R.V.). It is a
forceless weakening of this first word of Gospel in the Bible to
explain it of a lasting feud between the race of men and the brood
of serpents. The serpent is 'the representative of the power of evil'
-in later Scripture, 'he that is called the Devil and Satan' (Rev.
12 : 9)-and the defeat he sustains from the woman's seed is a moral
and spiritual victory. The 'seed' who should destroy him is
described emphatically as the woman's seed. It was the woman
through whom sin had entered the race; by the seed of the woman
would salvation come. The early church writers often pressed this
analogy between Eve and the Virgin Mary. We may reject any
element of over-exaltation of Mary they connected with it, but it
remains significant that this peculiar phrase should be chosen to
designate the future deliverer. I cannot believe the choice to be of
accident. The promise to Abraham that in his seed the families of
the earth would be blessed; there the male is emphasised, but here it
is the woman-the woman distinctively. There is, perhaps, as good
scholars have thought, an allusion to this promise in 1 Timothy
2 : IS, where, with allusion to Adam and Eve, it is said, 'But she
shall be saved through her (or the) child-bearing' (R.V.).

THE IMMANUEL PROPHECY.

The idea of the Messiah, gradually gathering to itself the attri
butes of a divine King, reaches one of its clearest expressions in the
great Immanuel prophecy, extending from Isaiah 7 to 9: 7, and
centering in the declaration: 'The Lord Himself will give you [the
unbelieving Ahaz] a sign; behold, a virgin shall conceive, and bear
a son, and shall call his name Immanuel' (lsa. 7 : 14; Cf. 8 : 8, 10).
This is none other than the child of wonder extolled in chapter
9: 6, 7: 'For unto us a child is born, unto us a son is given; and
the government shall be upon his shoulder; and his name shall be
called Wonderful, Counsellor, The mighty God, The everlasting
Father [Father of Eternity], The Prince of Peace. Of the increase
of his government and peace there shall be no end, upon the throne
of David, and upon his kingdom', etc. This is the prophecy quoted
as fulfilled in Christ's birth in Matt. 1 : 23, and it seems also alluded
to in the glowing promises to Mary in Luke 1 : 32, 33. It is pointed
out in objection that the term rendered 'virgin' in Isaiah does not
necessarily bear this meaning; it denotes properly only a young
unmarried woman. The context, however, seems clearly to lay an
emphasis on the unmarried state, and the translators of the Greek
version of the Old Testament (lhe Septuagint) plainly so understood
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it when they rendered it by parthenos, a word which does mean
'virgin'. The tendency in many quarters now is to admit this, and
even to seek an explanation of it in alleged Babylonian beliefs in a
virgin-birth. This last, however, is quite illusory. It is, on the other
hand, singular that the Jews themselves do not seem to have applied
this prophecy at any time to the Messiah-a fact which disproves
the theory that it was this text which suggested the story of Virgin
birth to the early disciples.

ECHOES IN OTHER SCRIPTURES.

It was, indeed, when one thinks of it, only on the supposition that
there was to be something exceptional and extraordinary in the birth
of this child called Immanuel that it could have afforded to Ahaz a
sign of the perpetuity of the throne of David on the scale of magni
tude proposed (Ask it either in the depth, or in the height above'
verse 10). We look, therefore, with interest to see if there are any
echoes or suggestions of the idea of this passage in other prophetic
scriptures. They are naturally not many, but they do not seem to be
altogether wanting. There is, first, the remarkable Bethlehem pro
phecy in Micah 5 : 2, 3-also quoted as fulfilled in the nativity
(Matt. 2 : 5, 6)--connected with the saying: 'Therefore will he give
them up, until the time that she who travaileth hath brought forth'
('The King from Bethlehem: says Delitzsch, 'who has a nameless
one as mother, and of whose father there is no mention'). Micah
was Isaiah's contemporary, and when the close relation between the
two is considered (cf. Isa. 2 : 2-4, with Micah 4 : 1-3), it is difficult
not to recognise in his oracle an expansion of Isaiah's. In the same
line would seem to lie the enigmatic utterance in Jer. 31 : 22: 'For
Jehovah hath created a new thing in the earth: a woman shall
encompass a man'.

TESTIMONY OF THE GOSPEL.

The germs now indicated in prophetic scriptures had apparently
borne no fruit in Jewish expectations of the Messiah, when the event
took place which to Christian minds made them luminous with
predictive import. In Bethlehem of Judea, as Micah had foretold,
was born of a virgin mother He whose 'goings forth' were 'from of
old, from everlasting' (Micah 5 : 2; Matt. 2: 6). Matthew, who
quotes the first part of the verse, can hardly have been ignorant of
the hint of pre-existence it contained. This brings us to the testimony
to the miraculous birth of Christ in our first and third Gospels-the
only Gospels which record the circumstances of Christ's birth at all.
By general consent the narratives in Matthew (chapters 1,2) and in
Luke (chapters 1, 2) are independent-that is, they are not derived
one from the other-yet they both affirm, in detailed story, that
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Jesus, conceived by the power of the Holy Spirit, was born of a pure
virgin, Mary of Nazareth, espoused to Joseph, whose wife she after
wards became. The birth took place at Bethlehem, whither Joseph
and Mary had gone for enrollment in a census that was being taken.
The announcement was made to Mary beforehand by an angel, and
the birth was preceded, attended, and followed by remarkable events
that are narrated (birth of the Baptist, with annunciations, angelic
vision to the shepherds, visit of wise men from the east, etc.). The
narratives should be carefully read at length to understand the
comments that follow.

THE TESTIMONY TESTED.

There is no doubt, therefore, about the testimony to the Virgin
birth, and the question which now arises is-What is the value of
these parts of the Gospels as evidence? Are they genuine parts of
the Gospels? Or are they late and untrustworthy additions? From
what sources may they be presumed to be derived? It is on the
truth of the narratives that our belief in the Virgin birth depends.
Can they be trusted? Or are they mere fables, inventions, legends,
to which no credit can be attached?

The answer to several of these questions can be given in very brief
form. The narratives of the nativity in Matthew and Luke are un·
doubtedly genuine parts of their respective Gospels. They have been
there since ever the Gospels themselves had an existence. The proof
of this is convincing. The chapters in question are found in every
manuscript and version of the Gospels known to exist. There are
hundreds of manuscripts, some of them very old, belonging to
different parts of the world, and many versions in different languages
(Latin, Syriac, Egyptian, etc.), but these narratives of the Virgin
birth are found in all. We know, indeed, that a section of the early
Jewish Christians-the Ebionites, as they are commonly called
possessed a Gospel based on Matthew from which the chapters on
the nativity were absent. But this was not the real Gospel of
Matthew: it was at best a mutilated and corrupted form of it. The
genuine Gospel, as the manuscripts attest, always had these chapters.

Next, as to the Gospels themselves, they were not of late and
non-apostolic origin; but were written by apostolic men, and were
from the first accepted and circulated in the church as trustworthy
embodiments of sound apostolic tradition. Luke's Gospel was from
Luke's own pen, and Matthew's Gospel, while some dubiety still
rests on its original language (Aramaic or Greek), passed without
challenge in the early church as the genuine Gospel of the Apostle
Matthew. The narratives come to us, accordingly, with high
apostolic sanction.
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SOURCES OF THE NARRATIVES.

As to the sources of the narratives, not a little can be gleaned
from the study of their internal character. Here two facts reveal
themselves. The first is that the narrative of Luke is based on some
old, archaic, highly original Aramaic writing. Its Aramaic character
gleams through its every part. In style, tone, conception, it is highly
primitive-emanates, apparently, from that circle of devout people
in Jerusalem to whom its own pages introduce us (Luke 2: 25,
36·38). It has, therefore the highest claim to credit. The second fact
is even more important. A perusal of the narratives shows clearly
what might have been expected-that the information they convey
was derived from no lower source than Joseph and Mary themselves.
This is a marked feature of contrast in the narratives-that Mat
thew's narrative is all told from Joseph's point of view, and Luke's
is all told from Mary's. The signs of this are unmistakable. Matthew
tells about Joseph's difficulties and action, and says little or nothing
about Mary's thoughts and feelings. Luke tells much about Mary
even her inmost thoughts-but says next to nothing directly about
Joseph. The narratives, in short, are not, as some would have it,
contradictory, but are independent and complementary. The one
supplements and completes the other. Both together are needed to
give the whole story. They bear in themselves the stamp of truth,
honesty, and purity, and are worthy of all acceptation, as they were
evidently held to be in the early church.

SILENCE OF MARK AND JOHN.

The objection on which most stress is laid (apart from what is
called the evidently 'mythical' character of the narratives) is the
silence on the Virgin birth in the remaining Gospels, and other parts
of the New Testament. This, it is held, conclusively proves that the
Virgin birth was not known in the earliest Christian circles, and was
a legend of later origin. As respects the Gospels-Mark and John
the objection would only apply if it was the design of these Gospels
to narrate, as the others do, the circumstances of the nativity. But
this was evidently not their design. Both Mark and John knew that
Jesus had a human birth-an infancy and early life-and that His
mother was called Mary, but of deliberate purpose they tell us
nothing about it. Mark begins his Gospel with Christ's entrance on
His public ministry, and says nothing of the period before, especially
of how Jesus came to be called 'the Son of God' (Mark 1 : 1). John
traces the divine descent of Jesus, and tells us that 'the Word became
flesh' (John 1 : 14); but how this miracle of becoming flesh was
wrought he does not say. It did not lie within his plan. He knew the
church tradition on the subject: he had the Gospels narrating the

,
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birth of Jesus from the Virgin in his hands: and he takes the know
ledge of their teaching for granted. To speak of contradiction in a
case like this is out of the question.

SILENCE OF PAUL.

How far Paul was acquainted with the facts of Christ's earthly
origin it is not easy to say. To a certain extent these facts would
always be regarded as among the privacies of the innermost
Christian circles-so long at least as Mary lived-and the details
may not have been fully known till the Gospels were published.
Paul admittedly did not base his preaching of his Gospel on these
private, interior matters, but on the broad, public facts of Christ's
ministry, death, and resurrection. It would be going too far,
however, to infer from this that Paul had no knowledge of the
miracle of Christ's birth. Luke was Paul's companion, and doubt
less shared with Paul all the knowledge which he himself had
gathered on this and other subjects. One thing certain is, that Paul
could not have believed in the divine dignity, the pre-existence, the
sinless perfection, and redeeming headship, of Jesus, as he did, and
not have been convinced that His entrance into humanity was no
ordinary event of nature, but implied an unparalleled miracle of
some kind. This Son of God, who 'emptied' Himself, who was 'born
of a woman, born under the law', who 'knew no sin' (Phil. 2 : 7, 8;
Gal. 4 : 4; 2 Cor. 5 : 21), was not, and could not be, a simple product
of nature. God must have wrought creatively in His human origin.
The Virgin birth would be to Paul the most reasonable and credible
of events. So also to John, who held the same high view of Christ's
dignity and holiness.

CHRIST'S SINLESSNESS A PROOF.

It is sometimes argued that a Virgin birth is no aid to the explana
tion of Christ's sinlessness. Mary being herself sinful in nature, it is
held the taint of corruption would be conveyed by one parent as
really as by two. It is overlooked that the whole fact is not ex
pressed by saying that Jesus was born of a virgin mother. There is
the other factor-'conceived by the Holy Ghost'. What happened
was a divine, creative miracle wrought in the production of this new
humanity which secured, from its earliest germinal beginnings, free
dom from the slightest taint of sin. Paternal generation in such an
origin is superfluous. The birth of Jesus was not, as in ordinary
births, the creation of a new personality. It was a divine Person
already existing-entering on this new mode of existence. Miracle
could alone effect such a wonder. Because His human nature had
this miraculous origin Christ was the 'holy' One from the com
mencement (Luke 1 : 35). Sinless He was, as His whole life demon-
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strated; but when, in all time, did natural generation give birth to a
sinless personality?

THE EARLY CHURCH A WITNESS.

The history of the early church is occasionally appealed to in
witness that the doctrine of the Virgin birth was not primitive. No
assertion cemld be more futile. The early church, so far as we can
trace it back, in all its branches, held this doctrine. No Christian
sect is known that denied it, save the Jewish Ebonites formerly
alluded to. The general body of the Jewish Christians-the Nazar·
enes as they are called-accepted it. Even the greater Gnostic sects
in their own way admitted it. Those Gnostics who denied it were
repelled with all the force of the church's greatest teachers. The
Apostle John is related to have vehemently opposed Cerinthus, the
earliest teacher with wfiom this denial is connected.

DISCREDITED VAGARIES.

What more remains to be said? It would be a waste of space to
follow the objectors into their various theories of a mythical origin
of this belief. One by one the speculations advanced have broken
down, and given place to others-all equally baseless. The newest of
the theories seeks an origin of the belief in ancient Babylonia, and
supposes the Jews to have possessed the notion in pre-Christian
times. This is not only opposed to all real evidence, but is the giving
up of the contention that the idea had its origin in late Christian
circles, and was unknown to earlier apostles.

THE REAL CHRIST.

Doctrinally, it must be repeated that the belief in the Virgin birth
of Christ is of the highest value for the right apprehension of Christ's
unique and sinless personality. Here is One, as Paul brings out in
Romans 5 : 12 if., who, free from sin Himself, and not involved in
the Adamic liabilities of the race, reverses the curse of sin and death
brought in by the first Adam, and establishes the reign of righteous
ness and life. Had Christ been naturally born, not one of these
things could be affirmed of Him. As one of Adam's race, not an
entrant from a higher sphere, He would have shared in Adam's
corruption and doom-would Himself have required to be re
deemed. Through God's infinite mercy, He came from above,
inherited no guilt, needed no regeneration or sanctification, but
became Himself the Redeemer, Regenerator, Sanctifier, for all who
receive Him. 'Thanks be unto God for His unspeakable gift' (2 Cor.
9: 15).

I
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Behold the Lamb
of God

H. M. CARSON
A sermon preached in the Evangelical

Church, Welwyn, Herts.
'The next day John seeth Jesus coming unto him, and saith,

Behold the Lamb of God, which taketh away the sin of the world.'
-John 1: 29.

How very many there were who saw the Lord Jesus Christ and
yet failed to appreciate who He really was. Many of them were
blinded by their own prejudice. There were the Jewish leaders, the
Scribes, the Pharisees and the Saducees. They resented Him and
His ministry, and so their minds were closed. Obviously they were
not in a position to see who this Person was. But there were many
others who listened to Him. They listened to Him as He told His
matchless parables and as He spoke of the glories of the Kingdom.
There were many who watched Him as He wrought His miracles,
as He brought healing to the leper, sight to the blind, life to the
dead, and yet they still failed to appreciate who He really was. To
some He was the great Teacher from Nazareth. To others He was
the amazing 'Wonderworker'---certainly they had never seen any
thing like it before, but they never penetrated beyond that; their
assessment stopped at that point. There were some of course who,
by the grace of God, had their eyes opened to see that this was no
mere teacher, no mere prophet, not even the greatest of the pro
phets-this was the Word of God, this was God speaking His final
decisive word to men and women. There were the few who saw that
He was not simply the 'Wonderworker'; they saw that every miracle
He wrought was indeed a sign pointing beyond the immediate event ,.
and speaking of the glory of the One who wrought the sign.

Now John the Baptist is surely taking this line. He is speaking to
these men and he is calling attention, right at the very outset of
Christ's ministry, to the nature of the Person who is in front of
them. 'Take heed,' he says, 'pay attention, behold; realise that there
is much more in this situation than meets the superficial gaze of the
onlooker. This Person to whom I draw your attention is more than
one mere man among many other men, much more than one more
teacher or one more prophet amongst others. This is the Lamb of

l
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God that takes away the sin of the world.' It is God's Lamb. God's
time has come to do the great thing for which He has been long
preparing and right through the Old Testament period God has
been preparing for this day. There have been many lambs sacrificed
in the temple but this, says John the Baptist, is God's Lamb. We
have now reached the climax. Everything has reached its period of
fulfilment. God's plan has matured and the time has come. Here
is God's Lamb who has come to bear away the sin of the world.

Now John the Baptist himself stood at the end of a long line of
preparation. When you go back to the Old Testament, John's
coming was itself foretold along with the coming of the Messiah.
'Behold, I send my messenger before my face, who shall prepare
my way before me.' John's birth was in the plan and purpose of
God. Indeed the manner of his birth emphasised this. His parents
were beyond the age when they could hope to have a child and it
was in that situation that God came, and said, 'You shall have a
son.' Zachariah could not accept it. He was as slow to receive the
word of promise as Sarah had been in the Old Testament. This
thing was impossible! But he had to learn, as many have had to
learn, that with God there is no such word as 'impossible'. God had
intervened. This child to be born would be a child of promise, a
child sent by God. And when John's ministry began and he began
to preach the response of men and women to his preaching indi
cated that this was no ordinary preacher.

He came at a time when the voice of prophecy had fallen silent.
Since the Old Testament had closed there had been no prophetic
voice to ring out with a clear word of authority from God. The
great days of Isaiah, Jeremiah and the other prophets had long
since passed, and they were in a condition of dryness and barren
ness. Then suddenly a fresh voice is heard, such a voice as stirred
the nation. It was no wonder that Jerusalem and Judea went out
to listen to him. They were ready to leave the comfort of the city
and go out to the wilderness because this man had a message. It
was no easy message. There was something rugged about it. It was
a humbling word. It was a word that spoke to them of their sin,
called them to repent, called them to prepare for the coming of the
Messiah, but it was all in terms of an authoritative word. God was
evidently moving in the land. God was speaking again. The great
prophetic note was being sounded forth and men began to appre
ciate that this John the Baptist stood in the great line which
stretched back across the centuries; he was a prophet.

In some ways he was the greatest of the prophets. He stood at the
end of the line. He stood at the climax of the whole prophetic

I
I
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ministry. The period of fulfilment has been reached, the consumma
tion of God's purposes are at hand, and so John steps forward and
in God's name he speaks. So when John speaks about the Messiah,
this theme of climax and consummatiQn and fulfilment is the
context of his message. When he speaks about Christ he is speaking
in these terms. He is saying, 'Here is God's Lamb; God's moment
has come; God's hour has struck; God's plan has reached its great
time of fulfilment. Here is the One who has been long promised.
Now God has sent Him here-look, give heed-Behold the Lamb
of God who bears away the sin of the world.'

This is indeed the recurring refrain of Scripture. One of the
glories of this Book, one of the glories of God's purposes, is that
there is nothing haphazard; nothing happens by chance. There is
no question of 'maybe' or 'possibly' here, there is not even a
'probably'; everything moves with an assurance and with a cer
tainty. God is working out His great plan. This Christ who comes
into the world comes to die, but not because the situation will get
out of control, not because the animosity of men will prove irresis
tible. He comes to die because this is God's purpose. Indeed, this
death of Christ is something that was purposed before the very
worlds came into being. He is viewed in Scripture as 'the Lamb
slain from the foundation of the world'. So Calvary is not some
chance event. Calvary is something towards which we are using
human language at this point-God 10Qked forward right from
creation. Calvary comes as the great climax of all that God had
been doing right through the Old Testament. Indeed from this
standpoint, the Old Testament is simply God's preparation for
Calvary. Those centuries of history, so much of which is narrated
within the pages of the Old Testament, were simply a prelude to the
great events that were to take place when Christ came, when He
suffered and died. A major part of the gospel narrative circles
around eight days, the last few days of His ministry, and the whole
Old Testament history is simply a preparation for this great
moment of climax.

Go back to the Old Testament and again and again you will see
indications of what lies centuries ahead but will assuredly come
because it is in the mind and the plan of God. Go back to Genesis
and you see Abel offering his sacrifice. Why was it that Abel
offered as a sacrifice a lamb from the flock? Why was it that his
sacrifice was different from Cain's. Why was it that God was
pleased with the sacrifice that Abel offered and Cain's sacrifice
was rejected? Did Abel just happen upon this sacrifice by chance?
No. Surely God had met with him; surely God had spoken to him.

1-
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And even at that early moment, at the very dawn of history, here
is a man who is offering a sacrifice which is prophetic of the final
sacrifice which will one day be offered outside the City of Jeru
salem. So I say, go back to Abel, see him offering the sacrifice
which God accepts and you are looking at a prediction of the
great sacrifice yet to come. Or take Abraham-Abraham in that
moment of desperate agony when he stood on Mount Moriah with
his son Isaac bound upon the altar; bound, Abraham believed, at
the command of God. Abraham had received this child frQm God;
'this was the child of the promise, the child of the covenant, and
now his hand is raised to slay his son. But God intervenes; God
checks the stroke, and Isaac goes free. He is delivered, and the
ram, caught in the thicket is taken and slain in the place uf Isaac.
Again you are looking down the centuries, looking towards what
was doubtless far beyond Abraham's full grasp or imagining. You
are looking to the time when the Lamb of God would come and
be slain for the sins of the world.

We read this evening from Exodus 12, the story of the Passover;
that night when God delivered His people, and the lamb was slain
and the blood was sprinkled on the lintel and the doorpost of every
Israelite house in Egypt. Did they appreciate it? I doubt if they
realised fully all that was involved, but that night every head of the
house who sprinkled the blood on the doorpost was standing as the
prophet of God, and he was speaking of the One who in the fullness
of time would come as God's Passover Lamb to deal with His
people in their sin and in their need. Indeed every day, right
through the Old Testament period, the lamb was offered each day
in the tabernacle and then in the temple. and each lamb offered
was one more prophetic word speaking of Christ.

You can come at it from another direction. You can look at the
statements in the Old Testament which speak so plainly about this
Christ who was to come and die and rise again from the dead.
Listen to Job-Job is going through a time of appalling suffering
when he loses his children, his wealth, his health, his everything, but
he does not lose his faith in God. Remember how he reaches that
glorious point where he can say, 'I know that my Redeemer lives'.
There were many things he did not know. He could not understand
why these blows should have fallen upon him; he could not under
stand why he was suffering. He could not understand many things,
but one thing of which he was certain was this: he says, 'I know
that my Redeemer lives, and He shall stand at the latter day upon
the earth; and though after my skin worms destroy this body, yet in
my flesh shall I see God.'
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Or turn to the psalms and listen to the psalmist using words that
were later to be filled with a new depth Qf meaning when they rang
out in the darkness of Calvary. But they came first from the psalm
ist, 'My God, my God, why hast thou forsaken me?' He is looking
forward down the years to the One who would come and be
forsaken of God as He bears men's sin in His own body on the
tree. But He would not remain the stricken Saviour. He would not
remain in the tomb. Again you go back to the Old Testament, back
to the psalms, and again there is a forward looking testimony,
'Thou wilt not leave my soul in hell, nor wilt Thou suffer Thy holy
One to see corruption.' Centuries were going to elapse before the
Saviour's body would be taken down from a cross and laid rever
ently in a tomb, but that word was tQ be fulfilled. That word was
going to be on the disciples' lips, it was going to be part of their
preaching-a word that was spoken centuries before in the Old
Testament-because it was all in terms of preparation, reminding
us that this death is God's plan and purpose. That is why I say this
gospel is so satisfying. If you work for a firm which is very haph
azard in its arrangements and procedure, you know how unsatis
factory it is, you never quite know what is going to happen next
for inefficiency is very difficult to cope with. It is a great deal more
satisfying to be in a firm where things are under control, where you
know there is a policy and where that policy is being worked out.
Well that is all purely on a human level, but how infinitely satisfy
ing it is to know that this plan of salvation is not in terms of
improvisation. It is rooted in a purpose planned in eternity and
carried out by all the irresistible power of God. So John looks at
Jesus of Nazareth and he says to the disciples around, 'Look,
behold, here is God's Lamb'.

Now John was a Jew and the men to whom he spoke were Jews.
They were people with an Old Testament background, people who
were accustomed to go regularly to the temple where the daily
offering was presented, so at once this language would have mean
ing for them. It was not as if it was a group of Gentiles from outside
Israel; they might not have been so quick to appreciate it, and they
would have needed further words of explanation. But to a Jew
who knew his Old Testament, to a Jew who had often been in the
temple, the statement would flame with light and significance at
once. They doubtless thought of that daily offering when the lamb
was taken each day and sacrificed. What was the great thing about
the lamb that was sacrificed each day? Go back to the book of
Leviticus and you will find that the emphasis is this, that it was
to be a lamb without blemish. It was not simply to be any member
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of the flock; it was to be one that was unblemished. Well, here is
God's unblemished Lamb. Here is God's perfectly righteous One.
Here is One who is alone adequate to meet us in our unrighteous
ness.

When we look at ourselves-apart from those optimistic times
when we magnify our virtues and minimise our vices-when we
look at ourselves realistically, when we probe below the surface and
look at the motives that lie behind our actions, when we let our
minds go back to the past to many a sinful failure, how often we
can feel sick with ourselves, disgusted with ourselves; there seems
to be so much sheer miserable failure. Then we look at someone
else, perhaps someone whom we have greatly admired; we have
indeed almost set this person upon a pedestal, and then we discover
that our idol has feet of clay. The most godly person is still flesh
and blood, there is still very much of human frailty about him. So
we discover that even the people for whom we have had the highest
regard often have a much lower regard for themselves than we
have for them, and we discover that they too share with us this
same sinful weakness. But the glory of the gospel is surely this,
that here is One who stands utterly and completely apart. The
great thing about Jesus Christ in the New Testament is that He is
described as Jesus Christ the righteous. He is the righteous One.
and that title can be given to no other man. Of every other one
born of the offspring of Adam you can say, 'a sinner, a failure', and
you say that supremely of yourself, and I say it of myself, but of
this One we say 'never man spake like this Man'. We listen to Him
as He confronts His critics with a challenge, 'Which of you con
vinces me of sin?' And we look at them as they are silenced; they
cannot point a finger; they cannot find any flaw. He is the righteous
One. He is the Lamb of God. He is the One who is alone without
blemish and without spot.

But their thoughts doubtless went in another direction. Not only
would they be aware of the daily offering presented in the temple
but they were surely very much aware of the great chapter from
the prophecy of Isaiah. They had often heard it read in the syna
gogue, that prophecy which spoke of God's suffering Servant who
came in order that He might take away the sin of His people. How
is the suffering Servant presented in Isaiah? He is presented as a
Lamb. 'He is led as a Lamb to the slaughter, and as a sheep before
her shearers is dumb, so He openeth not His mouth'. Here is One
who was perfectly submissive. Here is One who did not try to avoid
the Cross. When men know that there is a danger of death they
normally try and avoid it. The very instinct of self preservation
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makes you keep away from anything that is liable to deprive you
of your life, but He set His face to gQ to Jerusalem. He went
straight into the jaws of death knowing what was awaiting Him.
He was perfectly obedient to the will of God. Listen to Him in
that anguished moment in Gethsemane as He faces the continuing
onslaught of the evil one, as there is the recurring temptation to
choose the easier path; He said, 'If it be possible, let this cup pass
from me, nevertheless not as I will but as Thou wilt; not my will
but thine be done.'

'All we like sheep have gone astray'; like sheep in their stupidity,
in their folly, we have gone astray. 'We have turned everyone to
his own way.' But here is the unblemished Lamb of God and says
Isaiah, 'The Lord has laid on Him the iniquity of us all.' Here we
are, because of our folly and our sin, guilty before God. The con
sequence of our guilt is God's condemnation. 'The wrath of God is
revealed from heaven against all ungodliness and unrighteousness
of men.' There is only one ultimate destiny for the sinner and that
is hell, but 'the Lord has laid on Him the iniquity of us all'. 'He
was wounded for our transgressions; He was bruised for our iniqui
ties; the chastisement of our peace was upon Him and with His
stripes we are healed.' Says John, 'Look, behold the Lamb of God
that taketh away the sin of the world.'

But their minds doubtless went back not only to Isaiah 53, but
also to the passover. It was indeed the passover season, so quite
clearly the thought of the passover would be prominent in their
minds. Every Jew at passover time would recapitulate the history.
When they gathered in their family circles for the passover feast it
was a case of history being re-enacted. They would go back over
what happened that night so many centuries before. They had been
a nation of slaves. Their condition had been pitiable, utterly hope
less; there was no way of deliverance-how could slaves get free
from a well armed nation? The future was bleak in the extreme,
and it was in that hopeless situation that God had intervened. Yes,
Egypt was powerful; Pharaoh had a mighty army behind him but
God Almighty moved through the land of Egypt; the Judge of all
the earth moved through His own creation. That night in Egypt
the judgment of God fell and with that judgment came darkness
and grief in many an Egyptian hQuse. But there was deliverance in
Israelite houses protected by the blood of the passover Iamb, there
was deliverance and freedom. What had happened? Judgment had
fallen, it had fallen on the sacrificial victim, the substitute had died
and deliverance was open to the Israelite believers. So every pass
over time in a Jewish home the family would gather, the father



would be there, the children and the mother gathered with him, and
they would re-enact it all; the lamb would be slain, and they would
partake of the feast and they would remember that night when
God had delivered them. And John the Baptist is saying to a Jewish
audience, 'Look, here is God's Lamb, here is God's deliverance.' He
has come to deliver us from a far greater bondage than that to
which our forefathers were subject in Egypt; they were subject to
the bondage of men, we are subject to the bondage of the evil one.
Theirs was a bondage which was only ultimately for this life
because even the task master cannot continue to exert his authority
when a man dies, but this bondage is something that continues
beyond the grave because it continues in the chains, in the imprison
ment, of an endless night. But the Lamb of God has come, God has
intervened; here is God's hour of deliverance, and this One has
come to bear away the sin of the world.

I have been emphasising that John was a Jew and these men to
whom he spoke were Jews, and that is why the whole Old Testa
ment background would come to light-Isaiah 53, the passover
lamb, the daily sacrifice. But notice how John is opening a window
to something much broader and much vaster: 'Behold the Lamb of
God which taketh away the sin of the'-Jews? 'No,' says John the
Baptist, Jewish prophet that he was, 'He has come to take away
the sin of the world.' So you begin to see the glory of the New
Testament gospel. It is the same message as the Lord Jesus had
for Nicodemus. You will recall that leader of the Jews who came to
One whom he recognised as a young Jewish rabbi. He is wanting to
find what the real message of the Kingdom is and Jesus says,
.'Nicodemus, you must be born again; you need new life from
above if you are to enter my kingdom. Nicodemus, I want to tell
you this-you think in terms of something which is only for Jews,
but this gospel of the kingdom is for men and women of every tribe
and nation. God so loved the world that He gave His only begotten
Son that whosoever believeth on Him should not perish but have
everlasting life.' So the apostle John writes his epistle, speaking
of the death of Christ he says, 'He is the propitiation for our sins.'
But again he is a Jew speaking to Jews, and so he adds, 'not for
ours only but also for the sins of the whole world'. And as John,
that same John, pens the final book of the New Testament and the
veil is drawn aside and you look into heaven itself, you see men
and women from every tribe and nation, and the one thing that they

. have in common is that they have washed their robes white in the
blood of the Lamb, because the Lamb came-a Jewish Messiah
indeed; the 'King of the Jews' was the title which He rightly bore
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at Calvary, but He came to be the Lamb of God to bear away the
sin of the world.

And because He came for men of every tribe and nation, it means
that He came for men and women of every type. When you look at
His disciples you find what a varied crowd they were. Take just
two of them; on the one hand, Matthew, and on the other hand,
Simon the Zealot. Matthew? Well, he was in the pay of the Roman
occupying powers, a traitor to his own nation. He was a Jew but
he was virtually an outcast because he was being used by a foreign
power. Simon the Zealot? As his title suggested, he was a rabid
nationalist, a man who was in arms against Roman authorities.
And here is Simon the Zealot and Matthew the Roman tax col
lector together in the same company. Here is Mary Magdalene, the
one' out of whom the Lord cast seven demons, and before her
deliverance, because of her demon possession, she would have been
an outcast. Here is another-Joanna, a woman whose husband was
in Herod's court, a woman who moved in court circles. She would
be very far removed from poor Mary Magdalene, but here they
are together. We are not speaking of the Lord who comes for one
particular nation or one particular group or one particular class:
'Behold the Lamb of God which takes away the sin of the world.'
Whatever a man's background, from whatever direction he comes,
there is one way into the Kingdom and it is through the blood of
Christ. 'Behold the Lamb of God that bears away the sin of the
world'-'the sin' it is in the singular. It is true He comes to deal
with the sins which transfigure our lives, but He comes to deal
more drastically and more radically with our condition. He is
dealing with the sin which causes the sins to manifest themselves.
He is dealing with the disease whose ugly symptoms are seen in the
sins of word and deed. He has come to bear away the sin of the
world.

And, like John the Baptist, tonight I am pointing to this Lord
Jesus Christ. Indeed, every time a man stands in a pulpit to declare .
this gospel, in a sense he is taking this text upon his lips, 'Behold,
the Lamb of God which taketh away the sin of the world.' Yes, He
still bears away the sin of the world. It is true that He died once,
once for all. That sacrifice is never to be repeated. But the bearing
away of the sin of the world is a continuing thing because every
new generation needs to hear this word declared to them, and each
new generation needs to receive this gospel. Tonight, it is the
continuing gospel. It is the same unchanging message that John
declared, that the apostles preached, and that has been declared
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and proclaimed right down the centuries. Tonight, He is the Lamb
of God who still bears away men's sin.

But the very way in which John speaks is intended surely to be a
challenge. He is calling men's attention; He is arousing and awaken
ing them. Men tend to be so apathetic about this, so dull of under
standing; they are taken up with every day affairs. John is saying,
'Behold, look, this is a matter of supreme impQrtance!' Your
money, your home, your job, your future, these things are impor
tant, but there will come a time when you will leave these things
behind you. Naked we came into this world and naked we go out
of it. What is the thing of supreme importance? 'What shall it
profit a man if he shall gain the whole world and lose his own
soul?' Behold the Lamb of God-our relationship to Him is the
thing of surpassing importance, and everything else pales into
insignificance beside it. But what an encouraging word it is. The
Lamb.of God that takes away the sin of the world. It matters not
what we have been. 'His blood can make the vilest clean, His blood
availed for me'-this is the testimony of the Christian. There is
many a one who comes into a service like this, very conscious of
sinful failure, conscious of uncleanness, of impurity, of unholiness,
and such a one is sometimes inclined to feel that this message is
too good to be true. Is there forgiveness for me? How intense can
be the anguish in that question. Can God forgive me in view of
what the past has been? I reply that this is the God who delights
in mercy. 'If we confess our sins, God is faithful and just to forgive
us our sins and to cleanse us from all unrighteousness.'

'Behold the Lamb of God.' But someone says, 'I cannot see Him.'
They could see Him, He was there before them. They saw Him
with their physical eyes-but no, they did not, they only saw a
man; they did not see the Lamb of God with these eyes. There
were crowds who saw Him and did not see the Lamb of God. It
took the eye of faith to look beyond the figure that they saw in
front of them and to realise who He was, and this eye of faith can
be exercised still. We do not see Christ present among us as they
saw Him but we can have the eye of faith opened to see Him truly
among us, to see Him as God's Lamb, as God's appointed way of
deliverance, and seeing Him to receive Him. The Old Testament
worshipper, when he brought his lamb for the sacrifice, put his
hand symbolically upon the lamb's head. What was he saying? He
was saying, 'This is my lamb, my sacrifice; its death is my death;
it is my substitute; I identify myself with it; through its death I go
free.' .Faith reaches out confidently a hand to lay it upon Christ
and we say this, 'The Lamb of God shall be my Lamb, my Saviour,
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the One who shall cleanse me from my sin.' I say, see Him tonight!
See Him in all His glory, the mighty Saviour. Behold the One to
meet your need, to bring you forgiveness, to bring you new life.
'Behold the Lamb of God that beareth away the sin of the world.'

Weak but True Faith
We must distinguish between weakness of faith and no faith.

A weak faith is true. The bruised reed is but weak, yet it is such as
Christ will not break. Though thy faith be weak, be not discouraged.

1. A weak faith may receive a strong Christ. A weak hand can
tie the knot in marnage as well as a strong one; and a weak eye
might have seen the brazen serpent. The woman in the gospel did
but touch Christ's garment, and received virtue from Him. It was
the touch of faith.

2. The promise is not made to strong faith, but to true. The
promise says not whosoever has a giant-faith, that can remove
mountains, that can stop the mouths of lions, shall be saved; but
whosoever believes, be his faith ever so small. Though Christ some
times chides a weak faith, yet that it may not be discouraged, He
makes it a promise. 'Blessed are the poor in spirit' (Matt. 5 : 3).

3. A weak faith may be fruitful. Weakest things multiply most;
the vine is a weak plant, but it is fruitful. Weak Christians may
have strong affections. How strong is the first love, which is after
the first planting of faith!

4. Weak faith may be growing. Seeds spring up by degrees; first
the blade, then the ear, then the full corn in the ear. Therefore, be
not discouraged. God who would have us receive them that are
weak in faith, will not Himself refuse them (Rom. 14: 1). A weak
believer is a member of Christ; and though Christ will cut off rotten
members from His body, He will not cut off weak members.

-THOMAS WATSON.
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THE BAPTISM OF THE LORD JESUS CHRIST

P. TUCKER

The writer to the Hebrews refers on two occasions to the fact
that our Lord was tempted (Heb. 2 : 18; 4: 15). 'He was in all
poiItts tempted like as we are.' It means that temptation assailed the
Lord Jesus along every avenue by means of which every person can
be approached and assailed. Every part of Him was subject to
temptation. He was tempted intellectually, spiritually, emotionally,
and physically. In spite of that He was yet without sin. There is a
difference between temptation and sin. It is not a sin to be tempted
because the Lord Jesus was tempted and yet remained sinless. It is
a sin to give in to temptation. All the way through our Lord's
mini.stry, He was subject to trial, to testing and temptations. See
Luke 22 : 28. But there was one unique occasion in the wilderness.
I. WHEN THE TEMPTATION OCCURRED-Its Chronology.

See Matt. 4: 1 'Then', see Mark 1 : 12 'immediately', R.V. says
'straightway'. Straightway after our Lord's exalted experience in
His baptism, He was led of the Spirit into the wilderness to be
tempted of the Devil. After the approval of the Father, there was
the assault of the Devil who is the great enemy of mankind. The
Devil always contests a man's obedience to the Will of God. Times
of great blessing are nearly always followed by times of severe
testing. God allows this to happen for our discipline. The Apostle
Paul had a similar experience (see 2 Cor. 12 : 4, 7).
Il. WHERE THE TEMPTATION OCCURRED-Its Geography.

Each of the evangelists, Matthew, Mark and Luke, tell us that
the temptation took place 'in the wilderness'. Here we draw a
contrast between the Lord Jesus in the temptation and Adam in his
temptation. Paul refers to Jesus as the last Adam and He came to
overcome where the first Adam had failed. Adam had everything in
his favour and yet he failed. He was in a luxurious garden, the Lord
Jesus was in a barren wilderness. It is not a man's environment that
matters so much, it is his moral resources and his spiritual ex
·perience. The Lord Jesus had a most unfavourable situation and yet
He conquered.
Ill. THROUGH WHOM THE TEMPTATION OCCURRED-Its Agency.

There are three sources of temptation: the world, the flesh, and
the devil. We are tempted by each of these agencies, but the source
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of our Lord's temptation was the Devil and him only. The New
Testament argues very strongly for a personal Devil, for the person
ality of Satan. Many modernists have tried to explain away our
Lord's temptation by saying that He was tempted by certain men.
Perhaps a member of His own family who followed Him into the
wilderness and suggested certain things to Him and tried to deflect
Him from His mission. Others teach that it was an inner conflict
in the mind of Jesus, a conflict of aims and desires. If we say that
the temptation arose from evil thoughts within His own mind, then
we are implying that the Lord Jesus was sinful. The teaching of the
Scripture is patent and clear upon the whole matter; our Lord Him
self could say, 'The prince of this world cometh and hath nothing in
Me'. All the temptations that came to Jesus assailed Him from
without and were thrust upon Him from without by this evil per
sonality known as the Devil. We cannot understand the origin of
evil unless we believe in the personality of the Devil. Otherwise we
have to say finally that God is the Author of sin, because sin must
h~lVe an origin and beginning. The teaching of Scripture is that the
Devil is the one who has brought evil into the human race.
IV. WHY THE TEMPTATION OCCURRED-Its Philosophy.

The temptation took place because it was in the definite line and
phin in the mind of God. It was God who took the initiative in this
matter of the Lord Jesus meeting Satan. Each of the Gospels tells
us that it was under the guidance of the Holy Spirit that Jesus went
into the wilderness to meet the Devil. See Matt. 4 : 1; Mark 1 : 12;
Luke 4 : 1. We are told three things about His journey: (a) He was
led (Luke 4 : 1). Jesus was sensitive to spiritual impressions and
was very conscious when the Spirit of God was leading Him.
Another translation has it 'He was led about by the Spirit in the
wilderness'. It speaks of the intensity of the conflict, and the mental
distraction involved, as He moved to and fro, and was led about.
(b) He was led up (Matt. 4 : 1). This suggests a higher elevation, not
geographically, but in a moral sense also, He was entering into a
progressive experience as the Son of Man. The writer to' the
Hebrews says, 'Being made perfect, He became the Author of
eternal salvation'. The word 'perfect' here means 'mature'. Though
our Lord is perfect and holy, yet there was a developing maturity
that qualified Him in the fullest sense for His office as our Redeemer,
as our Mediator upon the Cross. See Luke 2 : 40, 52. He grew
from babyhood to boyhood, and from boyhood to manhood, and,
though He was free from any kind of disease, that does not mean that
He did not develop physically. Though He was morally sound and
perfect, that does not mean that there was a maturity of experience
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disallowed Him, rather there was a maturity of experience that was
allowed Him, because as the Son of Man He was disciplined through
sorrow and suffering, through trial and adversity, and so was led up
into this higher and more progressive experience. (c) He was driven
into the wilderness (Mark 1 : 12). Another translation puts it, 'The
Spirit hurled Him into the wilderness'. It suggests a driving force,
an impelling power. There is no suggestion that the Lord Jesus was
reluctant to obey His Father, but that there was a natural recoiling
in His holy soul at all that would be involved in that combat with
the enemy. I would suggest to you that if the devil could have
avoided meeting Jesus Christ in the wilderness, he would gladly
have done so. I believe this was one battle the devil did not want to
engage in. The devil was forced out into the open. It was the Lord
Jesus, so to speak, who threw down the gauntlet. He went there in
the wilderness to meet him. The devil was thus brought face to
face with the ideal man. Where the first Adam failed, the last Adam
is going to conquer. TIle Lord Jesus engaged in this battle with the
devil in order to prove His Messianic power, and to prove that He
had come to bruise the serpent's head. Another reason why He was
driven into the wildernes was to give us full and final proof of His
humanity. You cannot tempt Deity.
V. How THE TEMPTATION OCCURRED--Its Psychology.

The devil being challenged and forced out into the open, assaults
'Jesus', the Man. He assaults Him in three representative ways.
(a) Human appetite. It was after the forty days were over that the
devil made his final assault upon Jesus. For some reason our Lord
had given Himself to physical privation and He was hungry, and
the devil came and took advantage of our Lord's hunger (see Matt.
4 : 1). There is nothing sinful about the hunger of Jesus. But the
evil suggestion here was that the Lord Jesus should satisfy a legiti
mate appetite by illegitimate methods. It was a temptation to what
the Apostle John calls 'the lust of the flesh'. It would have been
wrong for Jesus to use His divine power simply to appease that
natural appetite, and take matters into His own hands, not trusting
the providence of His Father. Our appetites can become avenues of
temptation when we are tempted to gratify them in a way that is
dishonouring to God. The devil said, 'If Thou be the Son of God'.
Jesus was meeting him on the basis of a man, and answers, 'Man
shall not live by bread alone ... 'etc. (b) Spiritual ambition (v. 5).
If He did this the multitude would look on and say this must be the
Messiah. This was a temptation to surrender to what John calls 'the
pride of life'. It was a temptation to become sensational and spec
tacular for selfish ends and personal aggrandisement. The Lord
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Jesus knew that the way for Him was the way of self-abnegation.
(c) Material avarice. In a swift panoramic view, all the kingdoms
passed before His vision, and the devil said, 'All these things will
I give Thee if Thou wilt fall down and worship me'. It was an
appeal to what the Apostle John calls the 'lust of the eyes'. He
could have them all if He would just compromise His position and
worship Satan. Imagine the Son of God sharing His glory with the
prince of darkness. This suggestion is impossible. The devil was ,
saying that Jesus could get His crown without His cross. Again the .
Lord Jesus repulsed the enemy, 'Thou shalt worship the Lord thy
God and Him only shalt thou serve'. On each occasion when the
devil assaulted the Son of Man, Jesus had recourse to the Holy
Scriptures. Jesus, as well as being our Representative, is our
Example. He conquered through the Spirit, He conquered through
the Word, and these are our weapons also.
VI. THE SEQUEL-Luke 4:14.

He was led by the Spirit. He was led up by the Spirit. He was
driven by the Spirit. He overcame the enemy by the Sword of the
Spirit. Now He returns to Galilee to begin His ministry in the power
of the Spirit. He has come out of the temptation with a greater
enduement upon Him as Son of Man. Every man who conquers
temptation is stronger for it.

(To be continued)
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Missionary Panorama
Language Study

As you reaa the prayer calendar-'Pray for X ... at language
study'-I wonder what you think X is doing? Do you imagine him
in a well-ordered language school, chanting out his verbs? Or do
you picture him squatting on one side of a tape-recorder opposite
a sparsely-draped native with a ring through his nose, who is mutter
ing unintelligible noises into the machine?

In fact, our time of language study was neither of these extremes.
The term is really a misnomer as it involves so much more than
learning a language. It is learning a whole new culture: language,
customs, food, different attitudes-in fact, throwing off much that
has been familiar for some 25 years of living, and learning to appre
ciate a completely different way of living. The Americans call this
'culture shock', while the more phlegmatic English usually say
'adjustment to a new way of living'.

You learn to your surprise that even though a Christian and
knowing that one has come to serve this people, there is still an
inbuilt sense of racial superiority. It comes as a shock to realise that
this affects your whole approach to people. Usually the reaction is
one of two things: either one grows even more isolated, surrounding
oneself by a series of barriers, growing even more superior; or one
knows real friendship on equal terms with Peruvian young people,
through which there grows up a mutual respect, and superiority
gradually melts away.

At first it is very frustrating, after a wonderful send-off from home,
to arrive in the country where God has called you and to be unable
to communicate with anyone. When I had been here two months
I went to a camp, and while there one of the girls asked me how she
could become a Christian. I could understand what she said but did
not speak enough Spanish to be able to answer her. What frustra
tion! But what an incentive, too!

Our actual study of the language was mostly done individually.
We were each given a teacher and we organised our lessons as we
wished. At first when you don't speak any Spanish and your teacher
speaks no English, this can be difficult, but it is true that actions
speak louder than words! Also we had help on the grammar side
from our senior missionary, who also set our two exam. papers. For
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pronunciation, a tape recorder is most useful and really highlights
your mistakes. But ordinary conversation provides the most practi
cal form of language study.

As for actually getting to know the Peruvians, their customs, lan
guage and culture, we found the best way was to live among them.
This was a very enriching experience, as the family I lived with
really treated me like a daughter-even to checking what time I
came in at night. You certainly grow to appreciate Peruvian food
when you eat it all day and every day. You quickly learn the right
way to eat an orange, and that it isn't rude to pick up the meat bones
and gnaw them. Childhood maxims such as 'Don't talk with your
mouth full' are also proved wrong in Peru!

Living with my Peruvian family, I was amazed to see how
seemingly 'English' they were. But then something would happen,
or they would voice an opinion whicli brought me up with a jolt,
realising that their culture in some things is basically different from
ours. The family link, for example, tends to be stronger here than
in European countries, and young people, especially the girls, are
very much under the parental wing until marriage. The position of
women in South American culture is quite different, and you need
to be among Peruvians to feel that difference.

Then, too, there is the problem of ethics. In England it is possible
to see things as black or white, as the whole structure of the
country's way of life is founded on a basic honesty. But Peru has
no such basic concept. Often in business, legal, and financial mat
ters, it is difficult to discern where 'friendly favours' end and down
right bribery begins; yet unless you know the right person often you
can get nowhere. The young missionary has to re-think his whole
concept of ethics-to find which are bible-based and cannot be
changed, and which are based only on the social structure of his
country and therefore may change in a different country.

So the problem of language is not the only thing a young mis
sionary faces as he arrives in the country to which God has called.
When you pray for X doing language study, you will now have more
insight into how really to support him in your prayers.

Advance •Into Nepal
~
I

High mountain walls of Nepal-a formidable challenge to com·
munications! Various Aid groups are grappling with the physical
features of Nepal, building bridges, highways and airstrips. What of
the high walls of need that shut in the average Nepali-the need for



-education, for medical aid, for the ministry of compassion, for
spiritual life? How can a handful of Christians communicate the
Word of light and life to the millions living behind these high
mountain walls?

The Nepali Christian Literature Society (NISS) planned to leap
over the wall from its base in Darjeeling, India. At the beginning of
1967 the LEAP took shape in the minds of two men, Roy Hagen, the
secretary, and Ron Byatt of the RBMU. LEAP was to be a Literacy
and Education Advance Programme, concerned with wide distribu
tion of easy-to-read books.

Since the society was formed seven years ago, 80 titles have come
off the press, usually in editions of 1,000 copies which is normal for
publishing of Christian books in Indian languages. It was therefore
a leap of faith to publish 5,000 and 10,000 copy editions for the
relatively small number of literate Nepalis (about one million, of
whom perhaps 5,000 are Christian).

NISS took the leap! Selected titles from its publications were
soon under revision, with special attention to vocabulary and format
that would meet the widest acceptance. While presses were working
overtime, a tinsmith was kept busy making 100 trunks designed for
transporting, stocking and displaying the books. Ron Byatt had
more than a full-time job enlisting stockists at strategic centres
scattered across the Nepali-speaking areas from Tanakpur on the far
western border of Nepal to Assam in the east, while continuing to
revise manuscripts, publish, advertise, budget, plan accounting of
stock and sales and arrange transportation.

By the end of 1967 the black tin trunks, loaded with LEAP books,
were in the hands of 50 stockists. But the job was not yet finished.
The key to the whole programme is the retailer. Who would sell the
books? A 50 per cent commission was offered for selling, on the
condition that at least 12 books were bought in cash by the retailer.
The stockists were to encourage local people in all walks of life to be
the retailers.

In addition to the work of individual retailers, sales have been
multiplied by teams of enthusiastic young people. Two or three
committed Christians with shoulder-bags full of books, in a town
which has no other Christian witness, soon find a ready market.
Some have been forbidden to sell literature and have been required
to ask permission from the highest authorities in the town. Occa
sionally books eagerly bought have been confiscated and burned the
following day. To open a bookshop also has its complications.
A recent application in an important centre was passed from one
official to another and discussed at city council level without a final
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decision being given. It seems that God is opening this door by pro
viding housing and personnel, and we expect the permit to follow.

What do these LEAP books communicate? Let me introduce
you to one in a health series. The cover depicts a soldier at atten
tion, under the title Jitne Shakti or Power to Conquer. The first page
shows an emaciated T.R victim, and the symptoms of this wide
spread disease are listed. Readers are urged to protect themselves
by having a RC.G. vaccination. Advice is given to those who have
the disease. The last half of the book is used to warn young people
to protect themselves against the temptations they will meet, when
they leave their mountain homes to join the army or to work in the
city, and how they can receive power to overcome the disease of sin
and live victoriously by receiving Jesus Christ. Graphic illustrations
throughout the book, large type and simple village language combine
to make this type of book attractive to the villager.

How far has LEAP leaped through 1967? About 40,000 books
were sold under the programme, apart from the normal sales of the
society; and 200,000 more have been published ready for distribu
tion in the following two years. The focus in 1967 was on the read
ing public; plans for the future are focused on the non-literate. Seven
of us attended courses at Literacy House during January this year,
writing primer material and planning for follow-up materials for
new Nepali readers. This will form the groundwork for a new
phase of work in literacy and adult education.

By faith and prayer you can help us to leap over the wall of
illiteracy and communicate the Good News.

Training Indian
Leaders

It is evident that we have come to a new era in mission work.'
Under a recent government policy, border areas are being closed to
foreigners. The area north of the Brahmaputra River in Assam is
now restricted and missionaries are being moved out as their resi-
dency permits expire. In January in the Mizo Hills, ten of the
thirteen missionaries were given notice to leave. The Darjeeling area
and the Tehri-Garhwal Hills also lie in restricted zones. The
government is asking that Indians replace foreigners, and this policy
may soon be worked out on an India-wide basis. The responsibility
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for carrying on the Lord's work is faIling increasingly upon the
Church in India.

One training centre very much aware of this challenge is the
Allahabad Bible Seminary, set up 25 years ago by the Oriental
Missionary Society. It aims to provide Bible-centred instruction
with a positive evangelical emphasis, relating such subjects as far as
possible to the needs of the Indian Church. The faculty of ten varies
according to furlough, and the student body averages from 14 to 20.
To date only 75 students have completed the four-year course lead
ing to the Graduate of Theology diploma-symptomatic of the
malaise of the North Indian Church in particular and the lack of
Indian leadership. Only two of the incoming group of students for
the new school year hail from the seminary's home province of
Vttar Pradesh.

The ten-acre site and seminary buildings were formerly used by
the Bible and Medical Missionary Fellowship (then the Zenana
Bible and Medical Mission) as a Converts' Home for women. It
dates back to a century ago when Sir WiIliam Muir, Chief Secretary
and later Governor of the province, used to cycle past the property
every Wednesday on his way to Muirabad to conduct a Bible study.
Sir William was instrumental in launching much of the Christian
work begun in those days in Allahabad.

From the Tehri-Garhwal Hills in the Himalayas came an applica
tion from a young man who had just completed his Intermediate
studies. Five years before, when he first went to live in Tehri, he
was given a Gospel of Luke by the pastor of a small local church of
five or six families. Subsequently he and a room-mate attended the
Sunday service and other meetings in the pastor's home. Three
years later, as a result of the evangelistic outreach of the Hill
Villages Mission, his heart was touched. In the pastor's home he
gave his heart and life to the Saviour. Baptised Samuel, this young
man decided he would go on to do the Lord's work after comple
tion of his studies. The pastor, a graduate of the Allahabad Bible
Seminary, recommended his own school for training. .

At about the same time in the Mizo Hills of Assam, another young
man named Dozuala received a letter from the principal inviting
him to come and study at the seminary. The Mizo people are unique
in that the entire community of about two lakhs (200,000) people is
Christian even though the Gospel came to them only 70 years ago.
Dozuala's grandfather was one of the '60', those who became
Christians after the first three years of preaching. Revival and wide
spread blessing came ten years later. Dozuala's teacher training
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course was interrupted when the troubled situation in the Mizo Hills
forced the institute to close, and it seemed an opportune time to
come to Allahabad for the teaching he needed to be a pastor.

In Allahabad alone, hundreds of thousands of Hindu devotees
come to bathe in the sacred waters of the sangam, the confluence of
the Ganges and the Jumna Rivers, every year at the time of the
Magh Mela and every twelfth year at the Kumbh Mela. Six million
people came to the latter mela two years ago. Seminary students
and other church groups sold 15,000 gospels, sales being limited
only by the lack of helpers.

If the Indian Church is to fulfil her task in being like a shining
light, like salt, and leaven, then we must pray as never before that
God will raise up true shepherds for His people, and must forge
ahead in the training of these direly needed church leaders!.

Persecution in Peru
I was invited to go to Lirio for a weekend in June; the believers

had planned to have baptisms. Through the witness of one man
several had been converted, and 18 were to be baptised on the
Sunday morning. So with a grateful heart I set off for the train and
the five hours' journey south to Huancayo. The Lord had blessed
abundantly in the Huancavelica region; the Holy Spirit is using the
testimony and changed lives of humble believers. Most speak
Quechua; very few women know Spanish.

When I got off the train I was met by Juan Suasnabar, the local
preacher. He had provided a horse, so we travelled up hill to Lido.
We were to meet in the house of a believer, and when we atrived 80
people were already there. They had come from different parts of
the valley and a meeting was in progress. The one who was preach
ing was already husky! As evening approached we made prepara
tions to show a fi1mstrip of our Lord being rejected at Nazareth.
Some enthusiastic believers wanted to show the film in the main
square, but I felt that as we were in a new place, it was best to stay
where we were. We had a good meeting; a few visitors came from
the village. The moon was high in the sky and all was peaceful.

In the morning the sound of happy voices singing in Quechua
awoke me out of deep sleep. The early morning prayer meeting was
in progress. I was called for breakfast, and as we sat down to our
plate of boiled tripe and maize (which had been cooking all night),
I heard talk about an explosion in the night. Someone in the village
had thrown a stick of dynamite in our direction. Just then, don Juan
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came in and said he had to go to Acoria for the police. He had just
come from seeing the local authorities, to whom he showed the lettcr
we had from the police giving us permission to hold the convention,
but they had rudely refused even to look at it, and had exclaimcd,
'If you don't get out of here quickly, blood will be shed'. So don
Juan felt it best to call for the police. He had made ready for his
three hours' horseback journey. I began to tremble: it was the first
time I had felt really cold with fear. I had to pray and ask the Lord
to protect us and give us strength. Psalm 121 came to mind, and
with that I thanked the Lord and knew that all would be well. We
were in His hands.

As I went to the stream to wash someone blew a trumpet, as they
usually do to call the community together; but this time with more
insistence. There was very little water: someone had changed the
flow of the stream. As I returned to the house, three women started
shouting at me in Quechua. They were furious about something.
When they threw stones at me, I ran back to the house. We made
preparations for Sunday School, usually held about 9 a.m. We
called the people to the centre of a field near a mound of stones.
Just then several villagers appeared by the field kitchen. They
shouted abuse, shook their fists and threw stones in the pots and
the fire. Some of the believers were trying to reply to the people.
We called to them in the hope we could pacify them, but as we
moved closer the enemy came down upon us like a flood. Men and
women were throwing stones at us. I caught two big stones in my
hands, and the woman who threw them prepared herself for retalia
tion, but all I could do was to let them drop. How could J throw
stones at a woman! One young man pulled my camera from off its
strap, and the strap bit into my neck. As I tried to recover the
camera, a blow behind the ear knocked me to the ground, and five
men came at me. I don't remember much after that; but when I
came to, lying there on the ground with blood streaming from my
nose, I heard a voice say, 'Get up'. A woman believer had come to
my rescue. She pulled the attackers off me and I was able to stand
up. Only then did I realise that these people could not be pacified.
I cried out, 'That is enough; we are going'. We were chased for a
mile and a half down the hill, stones clattering around us; and as
we reached the river we awaited the arrival of the police.

We had time to ask ourselves a lot of questions. Why were we
attacked? Who was the leader? Who saved me as I lay on the
ground? Obviously someone had directed the attack. The local
leaders were responsible, but were they the authors? I was moved
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to tears as I heard how Senora Natalia Flores had run to my help,
and with her strong arms had pulled the attackers from me as I was
kicked and beaten. In this attack, ten were hurt; six got doctors'
certificates for legal purposes.

Later, before the local judge, we heard why we were attacked.
They said that when they saw so many people in the village, the
villagers became afraid. They had heard we had gone to burn their
images. They also said that I had projected the film on the Catholic
church door. This was all lies. But it was strange how the declara- t
tions and complaints coincided with what the local priest had told
a newspaper reporter. It was obvious that the priest had encouraged
the villagers and also gave them the excuse for the attack. We
decided that we did not wish to claim anything for ourselves, but we
wanted guarantees, which of course the Constitution of Peru gives
us. But the judge would not recognise this: obviously he was in
favour of the attack. It was only after many hours of discussion that
we came to an agreement. We would not annoy the Roman Catho-
lics and they promised not to persecute us. 'He who breaks this
promise will pay a fine.' This was not a very happy agreement.
With lies they can easily trump up a case against us. Please pray for
these new believers in this perilous situation. Two weeks after this
persecution, 50 believers were baptised in Acoria, but don Juan
Suasnabar is still under attack and pressure. He has very few
friends in Acoria because he is a godly man. Very often they prefer
drunkards and thieves in posts of authority; a righteous man is more
than they can stand. Pray for him.

FOOTNOTE
These items are reprinted by kind permission of the following:

Bible and Medical Missionary Fellowship, 352 Kennington Road,
London, S.E.ll (Advance into Nepal and In the Seminary, by
Ernest Arloff).

Evangelical Union of South America, 6 Novar Street, London,
S.E.9 (Language Study, by Anthea Harrison; Persecution in
Peru, by Robert Patterson).
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EVOLUTION OF CREATION. Professor H. Enoch. Evangelical
Press; pp. 172; 6/-.

The aim of this book is three-fold: to present the facts against
the theory of evolution, to set before the public the truth of the Word
of God as against the erroneous philosophy of evolution (p. ix), and
following on from these, to show that the Bible is the Word of God
(p. xiii).

In accordance with these aims, Prof. Enoch proceeds to cast doubt
on the usual arguments used in favour of evolution, such as com
parative anatomy, vestigial (useless) organs, palaeontology (fossils),
the age of the earth, and embryology (development). He touches
upon the main difficulties of evolution, including the paucity of
fossils intermediate between the dominant groups of animals, and
the predominantly deleterious character of large mutations. In
places, however, his objections are irrelevant, as he is combating
views long since discarded by evolutionists. This is particularly
noticeable in his chapter on embryology, and in his discussion of the
fossil remains of early man.

As additional ammunition against evolution, he mentions the
damaging consequences of the theory on science and civilisation. He
argues that, in the scientific realm, it has led to speculative thinking
and dishonesty, while in society it has been responsible for the
increase of crime among today's youth, broken homes, wars and
atheism. On most of these points no evidence is given to back up his
beliefs, while he fails to quote the views of present-day evolutionary
humanists who would condemn many of these features as vigorously
as he does himself.

If evolution is discarded (Prof. Enoch, however, appears to allow
for variation within 'kinds' of animals), what evidence is there in
favour of creation? Surprisingly, only one chapter is devoted to this.
As he conceives creation, it took place in six chronological days at
about 4000 H.C. No mention is made of alternative interpretations
held by conservative scholars. Fossils are accounted for in terms of
a universal Flood, which in turn also accounts for the apparent vast
age of the earth. Reasons in support of this viewpoint are lacking.
Evidences cited in favour of creation include design, instincts and
the balance in nature. These evidences, however, are inadequate,
as they picture the universe in static terms-a view difficult to hold
today-and they pay no regard to the existence of evil in nature.
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A number of more fundamental points remain to be commented
upon.

Firstly, he fails to distinguish clearly between evolution as philo
sophy, and evolution as science. While the distinction i1'> referred to
in passing, it is not discussed. Evolution as a philosophy of life is
specifically anti-Christian; but, evolution as science must be assessed
in scientific terms. Although Prof. Enoch claims to be doing just
this, I would question it. What he is doing is condemning the
philosophy of evolution in terms partly scientific and partly philo
sophical. The result is a hybrid, unsatisfactory to both science and
philosophy. The science of evolution does not receive a fair hearing,
as it has been condemned from the start. The criticism of the
philosophy of evolution is marred by the scientifically-orientated
approach.

The result of this approach is that the Christian apologist is forced
to examine evolution in terms of scientific details. Unfortunately,
most Christian apologists are not specialists in evolution (as a scienti
fic discipline), with the result that they have to argue on foreign
territory. One consequence of this is evident in this book-the
arguments against evolution are set out in the form of quotations
and opinions of other people. This is singularly unhelpful to the
reader as he is unable to judge the value or otherwise of the quota
tions which, furthermore, mayor may not be in context.

Thirdly, Prof. Enoch's approach fails to distinguish between
scientific facts and scientific theories. Some of his criticisms of evo
lution are no more than criticisms of its theoretical nature. These as
they stand are insufficient for it to be dismissed as a scientific theory.
In science, a theory can be useful even when it has ultimately to be
discarded and replaced by a more satisfactory theory.

Creation will only be a viable alternative to evolution within
science, when it has been formulated in scientific terms. The biblical
doctrine of creation is an alternative to the philosophy of evolution,
but not to the scientific theory of evolution. The only alternative to
the latter is another scientific theory, and this Prof. Enoch does not
attempt to give us.

Much serious thinking is required in this realm. When the
Christian Faith is being attacked on all sides, it behoves us to be
alert to the dangers of evolutionism, and this Prof. Enoch is. We
must also beware of retreating into an anti-scientific shell, because
of the agnosticism and atheism rampant in scientific circles.

D. GARETH lONES.
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THE CHALLENGE OF THE REFORMAnON FOR TODAY.
Evangelical Press; pp. 54; 2j6d.

The foreword gives the background to the publication of these
three papers. They were delivered at the conference of Evangelicals
convened by the British Evangelical Council in the autumn of 1967
to commemorate the four hundred and fiftieth anniversary of the
Protestant Reformation. The conference itself was an outstanding
occasion-the final gathering with its congregation of 2,500,
declaring that in this ecumenical age there are still very many who t
praise God for the definite stand for truth taken four hundred years

~ I
The opening paper by Paul Cook deals with 'The Authorityoft

Scripture', a key issue in the Reformation battle with ecclesiastical
tradition and still a vital issue in face of the varied attempts in the I'
churches today to substitute either human wisdom or man-made '.
traditions for the authoritative Word of God. The authority of
Scripture is not based on man's recognition of it, nor is it conferred
by church decision. Its authority is innate, for it is the authority of
God Himself who here speaks His Word. Whatever the area of
discussion-ecumenism, preaching, evangelism-all must be brought
to the touchstone of Scripture. The reformation principle of Sola
Scriptura (Scripture alone) is needed today as never before.

The second paper deals with the doctrine which lay at the heart
of the reformation message-Justification by faith. Luther declared
that it was 'the article of a standing or a falling church'. When the
church is healthy and strong, this doctrine is preached. Its absence
from pulpits today is a sorry commentary on the present malaise of
the churches. W. J. Grier deals briefly with the subject-his is a
much shorter paper than the others. This is a pity, for it would have
been good to have seen him enlarging on his references to the
modern Roman writer, Hans Kung. However, he presents a lucid
and succinct summary of the teaching of Scripture and also of
Luther and Calvin.

The third paper deals with the subject of Revival and Reforma
tion. For many these would seem to be totally different issues. Is
not reformation concerned with doctrines and church structures,
while revival is concerned with fife? Roland Lamb, however,
shows that the two are intimately linked. He aptly points out the
spiritual dearth in the middle ages in the days of the unreformed
church, while significantly the Reformation of the sixteenth century
was followed by the great spiritual awakenings in the centuries
which followed. The lesson is applied to the present situation. The
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quest for reformation and revival must go on at the same time. A
church which is disobedient to the Word of God can scarcely expect
God to bless. A church which is humbly submitting to that Word is
in the place where she may pray for God in sovereign mercy to visit
His people. H.M.C.

LUTHER AND HIS MESSAGE FOR TODAY. D. Martyn
Lloyd-Jones. Evangelical Press; 30 pp.; 2/ -.

The final address at the British Evangelical Council's 1967 Con
ference clearly stirred the great crowd which gathered in Westmin
ster Chapel. Here for a wider audience is the lecture presented just
as it was delivered, with very little, if any, editing. Indeed, any who
know Dr. Lloyd·Jones will hear the familiar accents as they read,
for this is not a historical essay written with an eye to literary finish;
it is a transcript of the spontaneous utterance of the preacher.

It is really a great preacher of the twentieth century looking at a
great preacher of the sixteenth, and applying to our present situation
some of the lessons to be learnt from Martin Luther's stand for the
truth four centuries ago. Oearly the author is not ashamed of the
Protestant Reformation. On the contrary, he glories in the principles
and truths which that great movement of the Spirit restored to the
church.

In his application of the lessons of the sixteenth century to our
present situation, Dr. Lloyd-Jones insists that we must ask the right
questions. Too many ecumenically minded people ask about the
possibility of a territorial church, or about the terms of unity, or
about a liturgical formula to satisfy opposing viewpoints. The basic
questions which Luther teaches us to ask are-What is a Christian?
How does one become a Christian? What is a church?

The Dr. rightly notes that Rome in her essential dogmatic posi
tion has not altered. Further, he makes the vitally important point
that opposition to the teaching of Rome is quite compatible with
concern for Roman Catholics. Indeed, it is only the man who sees
the errors of Rome who is likely to be of any help to the seeking
Roman Catholic who is himself beginning to question the dogmas
of his church. A weak and flabby ecumenism is not calculated to
help such seekers. Only the doctrines of grace preached in the power
of the Spirit and with the fire of Luther will meet such men in their
hour of need. H.M.C.

:,
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Young People's Page

SARAH
It was Christmas Eve many years ago in a large German town.

According to custom, families were gathering around their lighted
Christmas trees, singing carols and opening presents.

But in the most crowded quarter of the town, where poverty and
dirt and crime held sway, Christmas joy was absent. Of all the
dirty streets, Cutler Street was one of the worst, dark and filthy,
with no gleam of goodness to lighten it. In the poor hovel where
Sarah lived, the only room was cluttered with junk and old wire,
her father's stock-in-trade as a tinker. Twilight had come on, and
eleven-year-old Sarah cowered like an animal in a corner of the
room. Her mother was dead, her father never spoke to her without
a curse; nobody had ever shown her the least kindness or love. No
wonder the little girl was wild and rough and rude.

The sudden sound of church bells startled Sarah. For all the
town's bells to peal on Christmas Eve was the custom; but Christ
mas meant nothing to Sarah. Excited by the joyful sound the child
sprang up, and rushed out from the narrow street into the heart of
the city, where the bells grew louder and louder. She found herself
in a road away from the shops lined by houses. Most were brightly
lighted, and through the windows could be seen the Christmas trees
sparkling with fairy candles.

It was all new to the waif from the slums. Full of curiosity, she
climbed on to the low stone wall outside one house so that she
could see right in. The room seemed full of the family, father at
the piano, four children clustering round him, the mother sitting
with her back to the window, a toddler in her arms. The bright
Christmas tree was in the midst. Suddenly, whilst Sarah gazed en
tranced, the father struck a chord, and the whole family joined in a
lovely carol. Outside the child in the dark gave a gasping cry of
wonder! It was heard by the mother just inside. Looking out she
saw the tattered figure with dirty face and wild hair, close to the
window. Putting down the little one, she ran to the door and drew
Sarah in. In no time this wonderful woman had got the child up
stairs, stripped off her rags, dressed her in her old child's things,
washed her, brushed her hair, and gave her a meal. Then she got
the little girl to tell her name, and where she lived. The whole
transaction was carried through in a very short time with great
energy. Then the mother (whose husband was a pastor) led her

J
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charge to the sitting-room. 'Children,' she said, 'this is Sarah! she
hasn't had any Christmas presents yet; would any of you like to
give her some of yours?' The pastor turned round on the music
stool; the children gazed for a moment at the stranger, and then
closed in joyfully upon her, pushing their toys into her hands.

After that nothing was quite the same for Sarah. The pastor and
his wife felt that the Lord had thrust this poor waif into their care.
Having fed and clothed her, they looked round for a family where
she could learn to be a little servant-maid. But poor Sarah was so
rough and rude that nobody would keep her more than a few days.

At last they found a Christian teacher who took her into her
home. This lady had herself been rescued from poverty and dirt
and ignorance; she knew how to approach the child, and it was
not long before her gentle kindness had conquered Sarah's wayward
temper. She began to try to learn and to be obedient. The two
young children in the family took a fancy to Sarah. "I love Sarah,"
said little Lottie, clasping her round her knees; and little Christine
pushed lovingly against her. Seeing that Sarah was pleased with
their loving gestures, the mother put her in charge of much that
had to be done for them, and Sarah began to settle down. She
remained silent, hardly ever speaking, and never smiling, but
becoming ready to help and willing to learn.

Every morning after breakfast, the elder girl Elizabeth used to
come to the nursery to teach the children Bible stories. About
Sarah's age, she was a dear girl, loving the Saviour herself, and
anxious to lead her little sisters to know Him too. She did not
realize that Sarah, sitting in the corner darning socks, was listening
with all her might. The poor girl knew nothing of the Word of
God, but now she drank in eagerly all that she heard. Everyone
of the texts and hymns the little ones repeated Sarah too learnt by
heart.

One day the story was of the shepherd seeking the lost sheep.
Elizabeth was explaining that we are all lost sheep, straying away
from God; she reminded the children of their own wrong-doing,
disobedience and naughty tempers, perhaps telling lies. It fell like a
weight on Sarah's heart, for she felt how much more of evil there
had been in her own life. Greatly burdened, she said not a word to
anyone; but she often contrived to get alone for a moment, so that
she could kneel down, crying 'Jesus, Jesus, have mercy on me.'

She was cleaning out a room one day, when she came upon a
Bible. By now she could read fairly well. Opening the Book, her
eye fell on the words, 'Him that cometh to Me I will in no wise cast
out.' It was just what Sarah needed; she believed, treasuring that
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verse in her heart. The very next day she heard the story ofthe
prodigal son; Sarah too was welcomed by the Father in His family.

From that day there was a change in Sarah; her dismal face
grew brighter, her movements gentler, and at last she learnt to
smile! All the family grew to love the girl, and to rely upon her
ready help.

One beautiful Spring day, Sarah took the little ones into the
woods to look for primroses and violets. They were all very happy
together, the children skipping about like lambs. Passing a pond
with goldfish darting about, Lottie cried eagerly, 'I'll catch one!'
and straightway tumbled in. Quick as thought, Sarah seized hold
of a branch of a tree, sprang in, and with her free hand hauled little
Lottie out. Hurrying home with all speed, Sarah told her story.
The anxious mother stripped off the child's wet clothes, and soon
had her in a warm bed. Sarah was soaking too, and before long the
same kind hands had attended to her, with loving words of thanks
and praise.

Next morning Lottie was perfectly well. Not so Sarah; her early
days of privation told upon her now, and the feverish cold from her
wetting led to lung disease. Tenderly nursed in the home where she
had been made so welcome, Sarah, in spite of increasing illness,
passed the happiest days of her short life. She soon realized that
she would not recover, but she looked forward with eager longing
to her heavenly Home. On the second Christmas Eve, Elizabeth was
reading to her the Christmas story from Luke's Gospel. Suddenly
the Christmas bells rang out once more. Sarah looked up with a
pleased smile; then Elizabeth saw a change in the quiet face. It lit
up radiantly as Sarah whispered, 'My Jesus is coming for me now
--He is here!' and with those words she gently departed.

DAMARIS.

-- !
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SCRIPTURE ENIGMA No. 170

The whole: A young man's great ones hindered him from following
the Lord.

1. For Joseph's sake the Lord blessed his house.
2. From Jerusalem a sabbath day's journey.
3. Its queen heard of Solomon's fame.
4. Among the women who ministered to Christ.
5. The word of the Lord came expressly to this priest.
6. The fifth of the seven churches of Asia.
7. Bathsheba's second son.
8. At Corinth Paul met Aquila, lately come from here.
9. This king of Bashan was a giant.

10. Paul told Titus that he meant to winter here.
11. Adam's third son.

SOLUTION OF No. 169

The whole: Zelophehad (1osh. 17 : 3).
1. Zeruiah (ll Sam. 2 : 18).
2. Earnestly (Jude 3).
3. Letters (I Kings 21 : 8).
4. Ornament (1 Peter 3: 4).
5. Parcel (Gen. 33 : 18).
6. Hair (Matt. 5 : 36).
7. Elimelech (Ruth I : 2).
8. Hastily (John 11 : 31).
9. Asses (1 Sam. 9 : 3).

10. Damascus (Acts 9 : 10).
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